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Bitter and Sweet Knopf Books for Young Readers
Richard Russo has celebrated Monica Wood's fiction as "thoroughly
captivating warm and wise and beautifully written," and Andre
Dubus III praised it as "luminous and graceful—entertaining yet
transcendent." Any Bitter Thing, Wood's brilliant new novel, is
her breakout book, a timely, gripping, and compassionate tale of
family, faith, and deeply hidden truths. One of its greatest
strengths is its continuous ability to defy expectations. It's
not what you think. It is worse. Lizzy Mitchell was raised from
the age of two by her uncle, a Catholic priest. When she was
nine, he was falsely accused of improprieties with her and
dismissed from his church, and she was sent away to boarding
school. Now thirty years old and in a failing marriage, she is
nearly killed in a traffic accident. What she discovers when she
sets out to find the truths surrounding the accidentand about the
accusations that led to her uncle's deathdoes more than change
her life. With deft insight into the snares of the human heart,
Monica Wood has written an intimate and emotionally expansive
novel full of understanding and hope.
Women Living Well Zondervan
"Eugene Peterson maintains that how we read the Bible is as important as that we read it. The second volume
of Peterson's momentous five-part work on spiritual theology, Eat This Book challenges us to read the
Scriptures on their own terms, as God's revelation, and to live them as we read them. Countering the
widespread practice of using the Bible for self-serving purposes, Peterson here serves readers with a
nourishing entrée into the formative, life-changing art of spiritual reading." - from the back of the book.

Still Waiting Little, Brown Books for Young Readers
A personal memoir explores the intertwined natures of happiness and sadness,
discussing how bitter experiences balance out the sweetness in life and how change
can be an opportunity for growth and a function of God's graciousness.
It's Not Supposed to Be This Way Zondervan
Born the son of a clergyman on October 18, 1662, Matthew Henry was ordained into the British
Presbyterian Church where he held the pastorate in Chester from 1687 to 1712. He was
widowed, married again and had 10 children, three whom died in infancy. Henry died in 1714.
Henry began work on his commentary as "Notes On The New Testament" in 1704 and the
monumental work was completed shortly before his death in 1714. Remembered as a caring
pastor, a passionate lover of the Word of God, and a man of great personal integrity, Matthew
Henry has left his mark on the hearts of countless Christians who seek a deeper understanding of
the riches that Scripture contains. This edition of Matthew Henry's Commentary on the Whole
Bible uses the King James text and is abridged from the original six volumes while faithfully
retaining all of the vibrant themes of that classic work. Everything here is in Matthew Henry's
own words and nothing relevant to today's reader has been omitted.
Praying the Scriptures for Your Adult Children Harvest House Publishers
Sex. Race. Scripture. Sovereignty. The book of Ruth entails them all. So readers shouldn't be fooled by its age,
says Pastor John Piper. Though its events happened over 3,000 years ago, the story holds astounding relevance
for Christians in the twenty-first century. The sovereignty of God, the sexual nature of humanity, and the gospel
of God's mercy for the undeserving-these massive realities never change. And since God is still sovereign, and
we are male or female, and Jesus is alive and powerful, A Sweet and Bitter Providence bears a message for
readers from all walks of life. But be warned, Piper tells his audience: This ancient love affair between Boaz and
Ruth could be dangerous, inspiring all of us to great risks in the cause of love.

Every Bitter Thing Is Sweet Ballantine Books
Move beyond Coping and Surviving to a Rejuvenating Place of Soul Rest How many of us find
ourselves exhausted, running on empty with no time for rest, no time for ourselves, no time for
God? Bonnie Gray knows exactly what that's like. On the brink of fulfilling a lifelong dream,
Bonnie's plans suddenly went off script. Her life shattered into a debilitating journey through
anxiety, panic attacks, and insomnia. But as she struggled to make sense of it all, she made an
important discovery: we all need spiritual whitespace. Spiritual whitespace makes room--room in
one's heart for a deep relationship with God, room in one's life for rest, room in one's soul for
rejuvenation. With soul-stirring vulnerability and heartbreaking honesty, Bonnie takes readers on
a personal journey to feed their souls and uncover the deeper story of rest. Lyrical writing draws
readers into Gray's intimate journey through overwhelming stress to find God in a broken story
and celebrate the beauty of faith. Guided by biblical encouragement and thought-provoking
prompts, Gray shows readers how to create space in the everyday for God, refreshment, and
faith. She also offers practical steps and insights for making spiritual whitespace a reality, right
in the midst of the stress-frayed stories in every season of life. "We live in a culture that brags
and boasts about being busy. Into that reality steps Bonnie with a new idea. Whitespace is an
important concept and Bonnie has captured it perfectly. If you're exhausted with being
exhausted, read this book. If you feel too busy to read this book, then that's probably the best sign
of all that you need it."--from the foreword by Jon Acuff, New York Times bestselling author of
Stuff Christians Like
Together Through the Storms Crossway
Abstract theology is overrated, for God can be found in even the most ordinary of things. Jesus

used things like a lily, sparrow, and sheep to teach about the kingdom of God. And in the Old
Testament, God repeatedly describes himself and his saving work in relation to physical things
such as a rock, horn, or eagle. In God of All Things, pastor and author Andrew Wilson invites
you to rediscover God in this way, too--through ordinary, everyday things. He explores the idea
of a material world and presents a variety of created marvels that reveal the gospel in everyday
life and fuel worship and joy in God--marvels like: Dust: the image of God Horns: the salvation
of God Donkeys: the peace of God Water: the life of God Viruses: the problem of God Cities: the
kingdom of God God of All Things will leave you with a deeper understanding of Scripture, the
world you live in, and the God who made it all.
Salty, Bitter, Sweet Soho Press
For fans of Linda Sue Park and A Long Way Gone, two young boys must escape a life of slavery
in modern-day Ivory Coast Fifteen-year-old Amadou counts the things that matter. For two years
what has mattered are the number of cacao pods he and his younger brother, Seydou, can chop
down in a day. The higher the number the safer they are. The higher the number the closer they
are to paying off their debt and returning home. Maybe. The problem is Amadou doesn’t know
how much he and Seydou owe, and the bosses won’t tell him. The boys only wanted to make
money to help their impoverished family, instead they were tricked into forced labor on a
plantation in the Ivory Coast. With no hope of escape, all they can do is try their best to stay
alive—until Khadija comes into their lives. She’s the first girl who’s ever come to camp, and
she’s a wild thing. She fights bravely every day, attempting escape again and again, reminding
Amadou what it means to be free. But finally, the bosses break her, and what happens next to the
brother he has always tried to protect almost breaks Amadou. The three band together as family
and try just once more to escape. Inspired by true-to-life events happening right now, The Bitter
Side of Sweet is an exquisitely written tour de force not to be missed. “A gripping and painful
portrait of modern-day child slavery in the cacao plantations of the Ivory Coast.”—The Wall
Street Journal “A tender, harrowing story of family, friendship, and the pursuit of
freedom.”—Kirkus Reviews, starred review
The Bitter Side of Sweet NavPress
From National Book Award finalist Akwaeke Emezi comes a companion novel to PET that explores
both the importance and cost of social revolution--and how youth lead the way. Bitter is an aspiring
artist who has been invited to cultivate her talents at a special school in the town of Lucille. Surrounded
by other creative teens, she can focus on her painting--though she hides a secret from everyone around
her. Meanwhile, the streets of Lucille are filled with social unrest. This is Lucille before the Revolution.
A place of darkness and injustice. A place where a few ruling elites control the fates of the many. The
young people of Lucille know they deserve better--they aren't willing to settle for this world that the
adults say is "just the way things are." They are protesting, leading a much-needed push for social
change. But Bitter isn't sure where she belongs--in the art studio or in the streets. And if she does find a
way to help the Revolution while being true to who she is, she must also ask: what are the costs?
Acclaimed novelist Akwaeke Emezi looks at the power of youth, protest, and art in this timely and
provocative novel, a companion to National Book Award Finalist Pet. Praise for PET: "The word hype
was invented to describe books like this." --Refinery29 NATIONAL BOOK AWARD FINALIST "[A]
beautiful, genre-expanding debut. . . . Pet is a nesting doll of creative possibilities." --The New York
Times "Like [Madeleine] L'Engle, Akwaeke Emezi asks questions of good and evil and agency, all
wrapped up in the terrifying and glorious spectacle of fantastical theology." --NPR
Bitter Thomas Nelson
Alistair Begg captures the powerful lessons of Joseph's life in this richly textured study. Readers
will see God at work, shaping Joseph's circumstances so that he can ultimately redeem and
reconcile his family. And they'll see the hand of God in their lives, lovingly guiding them
through their disappointments and struggles to a place of peace.
Sinners in the Hands of an Angry God Penguin
How do we find contentment in God when we feel so hidden? Sara Hagerty unfolds the truths
found in the biblical story of Mary of Bethany to discover the scandalous love of God and
explore the spiritual richness of being hidden in him. Every heart longs to be seen and
understood. Yet most of our lives is unwitnessed. We spend our days working, driving,
parenting. We sometimes spend whole seasons feeling unnoticed and unappreciated. In Unseen,
Sara Hagerty suggests that this is exactly what God intended. He is the only One who truly
knows us. He is the only One who understands the value of the unseen in our lives. When this
truth seeps into our souls, we realize that only when we hide ourselves in God can we give
ourselves to others in true freedom--and know the joy of a deeper relationship with the God who
sees us. Our culture applauds what we can produce, what we can show, what we can upload to
social media. Only when we give all of ourselves to God--unedited, abandoned, apparently
wasteful in its lack of productivity--can we live out who God created us to be. As Hagerty writes,
"Maybe my seemingly unproductive, looking-up-at-Him life produces awe among the angels."
Through an eloquent exploration of both personal and biblical story, Hagerty calls us to offer
every unseen minute of our lives to God. God is in the secret places of our lives that no one else
witnesses. But we've not been relegated to these places. We've been invited. We may be
"wasting" ourselves in a hidden corner today: The cubicle on the fourth floor. The hospital
bedside of an elderly parent. The laundry room. But these are the places God uses to meet us
with a radical love. These are the places that produce the kind of unhinged love in us that gives
everything at His feet, whether or not anyone else ever proclaims our name, whether or not
anyone else ever sees. God's invitation is not just for a season or a day. It is the question of our
lives: "When no one else applauds you, when it makes no sense, when you see no results--will
you waste your love on Me?"
Foster the Family Revell
The champion of uncelebrated foods including fat, offal, and bones, Jennifer McLagan turns her
attention to a fascinating, underappreciated, and trending topic: bitterness. What do coffee, IPA beer,
dark chocolate, and radicchio all have in common? They’re bitter. While some culinary cultures, such as
in Italy and parts of Asia, have an inherent appreciation for bitter flavors (think Campari and Chinese
bitter melon), little attention has been given to bitterness in North America: we’re much more likely to
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reach for salty or sweet. However, with a surge in the popularity of craft beers; dark chocolate; coffee;
greens like arugula, dandelion, radicchio, and frisée; high-quality olive oil; and cocktails made with
Campari and absinthe—all foods and drinks with elements of bitterness—bitter is finally getting its due. In
this deep and fascinating exploration of bitter through science, culture, history, and 100 deliciously
idiosyncratic recipes—like Cardoon Beef Tagine, White Asparagus with Blood Orange Sauce, and
Campari Granita—award-winning author Jennifer McLagan makes a case for this misunderstood flavor
and explains how adding a touch of bitter to a dish creates an exciting taste dimension that will bring
your cooking to life.
The Things which My Father Saw Blink
The final book of the Bible, Revelation prophesies the ultimate judgement of mankind in a series of
allegorical visions, grisly images and numerological predictions. According to these, empires will fall,
the "Beast" will be destroyed and Christ will rule a new Jerusalem. With an introduction by Will Self.
The Hand of God Zondervan
Women desire to live well. However, living well in this modern world is a challenge. The pace of life,
along with the new front porch of social media, has changed the landscape of our lives. Women have
been told for far too long that being on the go and accumulating more things will make their lives full.
As a result, we grasp for the wrong things in life and come up empty. God created us to walk with him;
to know him and to be loved by him. He is our living well and when we drink from the water he
continually provides, it will change us. Our marriages, our parenting, and our homemaking will be
transformed. Mommy-blogger Courtney Joseph is a cheerful realist. She tackles the challenge of holding
onto vintage values in a modern world, starting with the keys to protecting our walk with God. No
subject is off-limits as she moves on to marriage, parenting, and household management. Rooted in the
Bible, her practical approach includes tons of tips that are perfect for busy moms, including: Simple
Solutions for Studying God’s Word How to Handle Marriage, Parenting, and Homemaking in a Digital
Age 10 Steps to Completing Your Husband Dealing With Disappointed Expectations in Motherhood
Creating Routines that Bring Rest Pursuing the Discipline and Diligence of the Proverbs 31 Woman
There is nothing more important than fostering your faith, building your marriage, training your
children, and creating a haven for your family. Women Living Well is a clear and personal guide to
making the most of these precious responsibilities.
Bitter and Sweet Ballantine Books
What if God wants you to wait? Most of us know what it’s like to wait for God to change our circumstances.
But, whether we’re waiting for physical healing, emotional breakthrough, or better relationships, waiting is
something we usually try to avoid. Why? Because waiting is painful and hard. The truth is, it’s also inevitable. In
Still Waiting, Ann Swindell explores the depths of why God wants us to wait by chronicling her own compelling
story of waiting for healing from an incurable condition. She offers a vibrant retelling of the biblical account of
the Bleeding Woman that parallels her story—and yours, too. Let Ann help you see the promise that is hidden in
the ache of waiting and the hope of what God can—and will—do as you wait on him.
All That Is Bitter and Sweet Simon and Schuster
I'm Not Your Perfect Mexican Daughter meets Emergency Contact in this stunning Pura Belpré Honor
Book about first love, familial expectations, the power of food, and finding where you belong. Penelope
Prado has always dreamed of opening her own pastelería next to her father's restaurant, Nacho's Tacos.
But her mom and dad have different plans—leaving Pen to choose between not disappointing her
traditional Mexican American parents or following her own path. When she confesses a secret she's been
keeping, her world is sent into a tailspin. But then she meets a cute new hire at Nacho's who sees through
her hard exterior and asks the questions she's been too afraid to ask herself. Xander Amaro has been
searching for home since he was a little boy. For him, a job at Nacho's is an opportunity for just that—a
chance at a normal life, to settle in at his abuelo's, and to find the father who left him behind. But when
both the restaurant and Xander's immigrant status are threatened, he will do whatever it takes to protect
his newfound family and himself. Together, Pen and Xander must navigate first love and discovering
where they belong in order to save the place they all call home. This stunning and poignant novel from
debut author Laekan Zea Kemp explores identity, found families and the power of food, all nestled
within a courageous and intensely loyal Chicanx community.
Any Bitter Thing Canongate Books
Kate Merrick examines the Bible’s gritty stories of resilient women as well as her own
experience losing a child—a journey followed by more than a million on prayfordaisy.com—to
reveal the reality of surprising joy and deep hope even in the midst of heartache. Is it possible
live fully—even joyfully—in the middle of overwhelming pain? In the excruciating aftermath of
her young daughter’s death from cancer, Kate Merrick struggled to find a way to live. Not just to
survive or go through the motions, but to live fully. Faithfully. With real joy amid inevitable
tears. To discover how, Kate delved into the stories in the Bible of real women who suffered
deeply and emerged somehow joyful. How did Sarah, after twenty-five years of achingly empty
arms, learn to laugh without bitterness? How did Bathsheba, defiled by the king who then had
her husband killed, come to walk in strength and dignity, to smile without fear of the future? In
her encounters with these heroines of the faith, Kate discovered how to have contentment—and
even joy—whatever the circumstances. By turns heartbreaking and humorous, And Still She
Laughs reveals the secret to finding hope in the midst of devastation. In the end, no matter what
hardships we face, we can smile, cry, and come away full—laughing without fear and eagerly
looking for what is to come. “And Still She Laughs is the terrifying, tearful, heartbreaking, heart
healing and humorous, definitive true story of survival and triumph.” —Kathy Ireland, chair of
Kathy Ireland Worldwide “Kate Merrick is one of those women that I always wish I had more
time with—her honesty, sincerity, and messy straightforwardness are different, in the very best
way. Her book, And Still She Laughs, is the same way. It’s one of those books I will keep
coming back to it for truth and inspiration.” —Lindsey Nobles, COO of the IF:Gathering
Sweet & Bitter Magic Deseret Book
Celebrate A Season of Renewal and Reflection The theme of bitterness runs through the Bible as a sour
reminder of sin’s presence in our world—yet it’s because of this bitterness that Jesus’ grace is so sweet
and satisfying. As we learn to turn from our vices and crave real beauty, goodness, and truth through the
pursuit of virtues, we grow nearer to God and become more like who He made us to be. From Tsh
Oxenreider, bestselling author of Shadow and Light: A Journey into Advent, arrives a devotional to help
you meditate and rejoice in the transcendent miracle of Easter. You will… uncover what it means to
participate in the liturgical traditions of Lent, from fasting to almsgiving experience artwork and music
that illuminate the impact—both personal and global—of Jesus’s death and resurrection contemplate the
wonder of Christ’s redemption of all humankind, especially as this time of introspection reveals your
human limitations Starting on Ash Wednesday and leading you all the way through Holy Week, Bitter
and Sweet is an invitation to better understand Jesus’s sacrifice as you delight in His ultimate love for
you.
How Sweet the Bitter Fruit The Good Book Company
A slow-burn romance in a cutthroat kitchen! There’s more to becoming a top chef for 17-year-old
Isabella Fields than just not getting chopped … especially when the chances of things heating up with an
intriguing boy and becoming a food star in the kitchen are both on the line. Isa’s family life has fallen
apart after the death of her Cuban abuela and the divorce of her parents. And after moving in with her
dad and her new stepmom, Margo, in Lyon, France, Isa feels like an outsider in her father’s new life.
She balances her time between avoiding the awkward “why-did-you-cheat-on-Mom” conversation and
her diligent aspiration to become a premiere chef. Despite Isa’s world being turned upside-down, her
father’s house is located only 30 minutes away from the restaurant of world-famous Chef Pascal
Grattard, who runs a prestigiously competitive international kitchen apprenticeship. The prize job at

Chef Grattard’s renowned restaurant also represents a transformative opportunity for Isa who is desperate
to get her life back in order—and desperate to prove she has what it takes to work in an haute kitchen. But
Isa’s stress and repressed grief begin to unravel further when the enigmatic Diego shows up at the house
unannounced. How can Isa expect to hold it together when she’s at the bottom of her class at the
apprenticeship, her new stepmom is pregnant, she misses her abuela dearly, and things with Diego reach
a boiling point? Mixing up only the best ingredients, Salty, Bitter, Sweet: Is a clean and wholesome rival-
to-lovers trope set in a cutthroat kitchen environment Is a perfect book for foodies ages 13 and up, and
features a Latina main character who is trilingual Explores complicated family dynamics and relatable
themes of friendship, acceptance, grief, and learning to care for yourself Perfect for TV fans of Top Chef,
Chopped, and The Great British Bake-off, as well as YA titles such as With the Fire on High or A Cuban
Girl’s Guide to Tea and Tomorrow Has authentic representation of Mayra Cuevas’ background
Every Bitter Thing Moody Publishers
Thirty biblical meditations for women that offer hope in times of suffering. Thirty biblical meditations for women
that offer hope in times of suffering. Hurt is real. But so is hope. Kristen and Sarah have walked through, and are
walking in, difficult times. So these thirty biblical reflections are full of realism about the hurts of life-yet
overwhelmingly full of hope about the God who gives life. This book will gently encourage and greatly help any
woman who is struggling with suffering-whether physical, emotional or psychological, and whether for a season
or for longer. It is a book to buy for yourself, or to buy for a member of your church or friend. For anyone who is
hurting, this book will give hope, not just for life beyond the suffering, but for life in the suffering. Each chapter
contains a biblical reflection, with questions and prayers, and a space for journaling.
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